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Expert documentation helps client preserve large investment in critical
client application
VMS creates detailed docs for a 120-screen application used by tens of millions

Executive Summary

Customer Challenge
A major financial services firm in Jersey City, New Jersey, faced an immediate need to
document the screens and workflow of its flagship client interface system. The application
is used by more than 20 million investors to manage their portfolio positions. Users
can administer their accounts in a self-service manner. They can buy or sell their share
positions, monitor and maintain their accounts, enroll in stock purchase or dividend
reinvestment plans, and request forms and materials about a company’s plans.
Time was a critical factor that added risk to the project. Upcoming personnel changes
at the financial services firm would reduce available expertise on the system and the
skills required to produce the documentation. In addition, much of the firm’s technical
maintenance was moving to offshore resources, requiring a transfer of knowledge on the
features and functions of the system.

VMS Solution
The financial services firm chose VMS to produce comprehensive documentation for
the shareowner system. One of the reasons VMS was selected was that its people were
familiar with the system and had participated in previous quality assurance (Q/A) projects
for earlier releases. VMS also offered hard-to-find expertise about how technology is
deployed and used in the financial services market.
A VMS project team managed the complex task of documenting 120 application screens,
producing a series of documents, one for each screen. Completed documents were shared
immediately with management, allowing fast review and approval. Thanks to the expertise
and diligence of VMS, very few edits were required on the first draft.

Challenge
• Document a 120-screen
shareowner application
• Finish the project before
internal experts left company
• Create re-usable training and
Q/A testing materials

VMS Solution
• A VMS project team with
expertise in the application
• Comprehensive
documentation for each
application screen
• A process to review and
approve documents quickly

Results
• Preservation of application
knowledge inside the
client firm
• Up-to-date training and
testing materials
• Increased efficiency and faster
application development

Each screen document VMS produced followed the same format and contain:

• Better application
performance through
bug fixes

• A description of the screen and its uses

• Cost savings due to VMS
experience and expertise

• How a user navigates to and from the screen
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